Ceiling Mount, Wall Mount

PLMT-LD
Structural Ceiling Mount

- Small footprint ceiling mount for light-duty loads
- Easy cable access into pole
- Mount footprint: 6” x 5” x 2”
- Stylish black finish

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 50 lbs.
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions

Does not include mount, pole or projector

- PLMT-LD 8.0”w x 6.0”d x 4.5”h 1 lb.

PLMT-T
Structural Ceiling Mount

- A heavy-duty mounting pan for large loads
- Easy cable access into pole
- Stable footprint - vibration isolation available (PLMT-VIT)
- Stylish black finish

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 500 lbs.
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions

Does not include mount or projector

- PLMT-T 12.0”w x 12.0”d x 2.0”h 5 lbs.
  Mounting hole spacing: 10” x 10”

PLMT-WA
Structural Wall Arm Mount

- A heavy-duty wall arm with 7” extension
- Additional lengths available also
- Easy cable access into pole
- Stable footprint
- Stylish black finish

Specifications
- 2” pole, weight capacity: 150 lbs.
- 1 year warranty

Metric conversion: inches x 25.4
C-Clamp Pole Coupler

- C-Clamp attaches to 2” structural pipe or truss
- Weight capacity: 300 lbs.
- Cable pass-through into pole
- 2” threaded collar for pole
- Stylish black finish

U-Channel Pole Mount

- Attaches to structural U-Channel (i.e., UniStrut, PowerStrut)
- Weight capacity: 30 lbs.
- 2” threaded collar for pole

Dimensions
- PLMT-U 3.0”h x 2.5”w 1 lbs.

Angled Mounting Pan

- Attaches to angled structural ceiling
- Adjustable from 0° - 90°
- 2” threaded collar for pole
- Stylish black finish

Rotating Ceiling Mount

- 360° rotation - manual operation
- 200 lbs. capacity
- Multiple stop positions - easy to set
- Locks into show position with quick-release pin
- Use with 2” diameter pole

Dimensions
- PLMT-AA 1.2”h x 4.0”w 3 lbs.
- RCM 3.0”h x 3.6”w 2 lbs.
PLMT-A Series
Adjustable Pole

Features
- An adjustable pole for medium- to heavy-weight projectors and flat panel displays
- Available in 1’ - 2’, 2’ - 4’, 3’ - 6’ and 4’ - 8’ lengths
- Stable 2” pole with good cable access through pole
- Threaded top and bottom to mate with PLMT & PCM
- Stylish black finish

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 300 lbs.
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions
Does not include mount or projector
- PLMT-A1 2.5"w x 13.5” - 23.7”h 5 lbs.
- PLMT-A2 2.5"w x 25.5” - 47.7”h 11 lbs.
- PLMT-A3 2.5"w x 37.5” - 71.9”h 17 lbs.
- PLMT-A4 2.5"w x 49.7” - 95.7”h 23 lbs.

PLMT-TP-A Series
Pole/Plate Combination

Features
- An integrated mounting plate and adjustable pole combination for medium- to light-weight projectors and flat panel displays
- Available in 1’ - 2’, 2’ - 4’ and 3’ - 6’ lengths
- Stable 2” pole with good cable access through pole
- Stylish black finish

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 50 lbs.
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions
Does not include mount or projector
- PLMT-TP-A1 5.5”w x 5.5”d x 13.9” - 23.7”h 5 lbs.
- PLMT-TP-A2 5.5”w x 5.5”d x 25.5” - 47.7”h 11 lbs.
- PLMT-TP-A3 5.5”w x 5.5”d x 37.5” - 71.9”h 17 lbs.
- Mounting hole spacing: 4.5” x 4.5”

Metric conversion: inches x 25.4
Pole Offset

- For working around obstructions like HVAC
- Provides up to 4” of horizontal offsets
- Offset plate has male and female 2” NPT threads
- Cable pass-through
- Locate projector directly below T-grid

Dimensions
- OS-4 1.5”h x 6.5” w x 3.0”d 1 lb.

Couplings  Reducer & Enlarger

- 15-2 adapts existing 1 1/2” poles to 2” mount
- 2-15 adapts 2” poles to 1 1/2” mount
- Black zinc coated

Dimensions
- 2-15 / 15-2 3”h x 2.5” w 1 lb.

Ceiling Trim Rings
The Finishing Touch

- Two-part ring - snap compression together
- Magnetic interior holds to steel pole
- Slide up flush with ceiling
- Black, white, or primer grey
- For 2” diameter poles

Dimensions
- CTR 1.2”h x 4.0” w 1 lb.
PowerPro

- Install the projector pole and AC power simultaneously - save time and money
- Flex conduit installs through the center of the pole to provide a duplex outlet next to the projector or display - meeting electrical code requirements
- PowerPRO 1 for integration above the ceiling
- PowerPRO 2 for power distribution below ceiling
- For projectors, single or dual flat panel displays

Specifications

- Weight capacity: 300 lbs.
- PP1 provided with (1) bell box
- PP2 provided with (2) single-gang j-boxes
- For 2” fixed or adjustable poles
- Stylish black finish
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions

- PowerPRO 1 4"h x 7.5"w x 4.2”d  4 lbs.
- PowerPRO 2 4"h x 9.0"w x 4.2”d  4 lbs.

Pole Stabilizing Kit

- For long-length poles
- For heavy loads on long poles
- Kit includes: (3) outrigger brackets, pole compression clamp and (3) lower clamps
- Installer provides the connective material: 1/2” EMT conduit, Threaded Rod or Wire Rope
- Available with vibration isolation

Specifications

- For 2” fixed or adjustable poles
- Stylish black finish
- 1 year warranty

Dimensions

- PSK-Kit 4"h x 7.5” w x 4.2”d  1 lbs.
- PSV-Kit 4"h x 9.0” w x 4.2”d  1 lbs.
CTP 2X2
Ceiling Tile Panel Mount
- A heavy-duty 2’ x 2’ mounting panel which replaces a grid tile or hangs above the ceiling grid tile from support wires
- Versatile pole position within a 2’ x 2’ footprint
- Easy solution to work around obstructions like HVAC ducts
- Available in light-duty model - 50 lb. capacity
- Two standard electrical j-boxes
- Threaded coupler for 2” pole
- Includes support wire and four turnbuckles
- CTP 2X2 has a white powder coat finish
  CTP 2X2LD has a galvanized steel finish suitable for installation above tiles

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 160 lbs.
  50 lbs. (LD model)

CTP 1X2LD
Ceiling Tile Panel Mount
- A light-duty 8” x 2’ mounting panel which hangs just above the ceiling grid tile from support wires
- Versatile pole position within a 2’ x 2’ footprint
- Easy solution to work around obstructions like HVAC ducts
- Panel has four T-bar grid stabilizing screws
- Two cutouts for standard electrical j-boxes
- Threaded coupler for 2” pole
- Includes support wire and four turnbuckles
- Stylish galvanized finish

Specifications
- 2” pole
- Weight capacity: 50 lbs.

Dimensions
Does not include mount, pole or projector
- CTP 2X2 23.7”w x 23.7”d x 2.5”h 15 lbs.
- CTP 2X2 L 23.7”w x 23.7”d x 2.5”h 6 lbs.

Dimensions
Does not include mount, pole or projector
- CTP 1X2 8.0”w x 25.4”d x 1.0”h 6 lbs.
- Support wire spacing: 8.0”w x 23.0”d